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Living in
Eurobodalla
Riding high with trail hub

Promoting inclusivity

	Work has begun on a world-class
mountain bike trail hub in Mogo.

We’re currently updating Eurobodalla’s
Disability Inclusion Action Plan. By
identifying barriers and listing steps
for their removal, the plan is all about
increasing opportunities for and
participation by people with a disability.

Rocky Trail Destination and Next Level
Mountain Bike were awarded the
contract in September for the detailed
design, construction and maintenance of
the Mogo Trails.
In July we received $5 million for the
hub under the NSW and Australian
Governments’ Bushfire Local Economic
Recovery Fund. It adds to the $3 million
from the NSW Government and means
we now have enough funding to
complete the project.
The trail network will comprise about
125km of new trail and formalisation of
the 30km of existing trails in Mogo State
Forest and Deep Creek Dam.
The network will link directly into Mogo
and Batehaven.
Mountain bike enthusiasts have an
insatiable thirst for adventure and the
hub has the potential to attract 45,000
visitors to Eurobodalla in its first year of
operation, resulting in an estimated $11.8
million injection to the local economy.
We’re working closely with Forestry NSW
on the project and hope construction will
start early next year.

Manager appointed
Aligned Leisure has been appointed to
manage our Bay Pavilions aquatic, arts
and leisure centre at Mackay Park in
Batemans Bay.
We received four tenders for the contract
and Aligned Leisure was chosen from
evaluations by two separate working
groups, looking at service delivery, technical
merit, financial viability and proposed cost.
Best of all they share our vision for this
amazing new facility, with CEO Shane
Dunne looking to develop a meeting
place centred on the arts, aquatics,
health and fitness.
Aligned Leisure’s early focus will be
building a workforce that includes as
many opportunities for locals as possible.
Meanwhile construction continues. With
the theatre complex going up, and the
waterslides following after, there’s a
stronger impression of the overall structure.
Although there have been some delays
due to Covid impacts on shipping and
construction, the complex is still expected
to open in the first half of next year.
To register interest in employment
opportunities or centre information visit
baypavilions.com.au

Council’s Steve Picton, who is working
with our Disability Inclusion Advisory
Committee on the review, says people
with disability and carers want results.
“They are looking to a plan that is light
on ‘highfalutin’ language and heavy on
achievable outcomes,” says Steve.

Making a meal out
of food waste

Red Door Community Lunch
volunteer Kim McInerney with a
recent haul of food donated by Coles.

Tonnes of food that would otherwise be sent
to landfill is now going to people in need
thanks to a new Eurobodalla Food Donation
Network. Through the program, Council's
waste services team has linked at least five
Eurobodalla community organisations with
imperfect produce and food nearing its useby date from local supermarkets. With a bit
of ingenuity from hard-working volunteers,
groups are transforming the donations into
delicious meals and hampers.
Batemans Bay’s Coles and Woolworths
diverted 1,306kg of food from landfill in
just three months. Aldi Narooma and Malua
Bay, and Dalmeny and Tomakin IGAs also
participate, while Narooma Fruit and Veg
partners with food charity OzHarvest.
Moruya’s Red Door Community Lunch uses
Coles’ donations for its free Tuesday luncheon.
Open to all, it attracts up to 60 people.
A recent donation comprised 180kg of fruit,
180kg vegetables, 29kg bread and 6kg
meat - an extraordinary amount of food that
would otherwise go to waste.

Hungry to help
Two Narooma locals are making a difference
to the lives of people in their community one
food hamper at a time.
With financial support from charity OzHarvest,
Michelle Preston and Donna Falconer and their
small army of volunteers make and deliver
food hampers to those who need it from
Bodalla to Tilba. And there’s plenty who do.
Speaking during the August lockdown when
their orders had tripled, Michelle said too
many people were having to choose between
paying bills and buying food.

Red Door volunteer Kim McInerney says the
donation varies each week and is topped up
with a voucher from Moruya Woolworths.
"We have a crew of about six volunteers
who cook a soup, main course and salad –
and a lady from the church does magnificent
desserts," Ms McInerney said
“We get all the food through donations,
it’s fantastic. Any leftovers are collected and
distributed by Moruya Pantry volunteers so
nothing goes to waste.”

The next stage in the process will
be surveys that measure community
satisfaction with Council’s services and
facilities and seek ways to provide a more
inclusive community. Online focus groups
will gather detailed information from
both residents with disability and relevant
service providers and community groups.
Actions will fall under four core areas:
positive attitudes and behaviours, stronger
communities, meaningful employment,
and better systems and processes.
A draft Disability Inclusion Action Plan will
go on public exhibition for feedback from
the broader community in early 2022.

The Food Donation Network is spear-headed
by the Canberra Region Joint Organisation
for councils, which also runs the program in
seven other areas.
CRJO food donation officer Jessica Fordyce
said the initiative was an important one,
as about 30 per cent of landfill waste
comprised food and organics.
“By empowering supermarkets and charities
to work together we’re not only reducing
greenhouse gases but also helping people in
need. It’s a win-win,” she said.

Alison and Steven Foxwell make use of disability-friendly
pathways at Tuross Head.

Bridges to resilience
Thankfully, the Narooma community
is there behind them, ready to help.
Organisations are working together to
address unmet needs.
The hampers themselves comprise fresh
fruit and vegetables, pantry staples,
and cooked meals from Monty’s Place
or the Good Folk Café. More than that;
they provide a community connection,
reassurance, and a link to more support.
“It’s a real community effort – it’s really
heart-warming,” Michelle said.
To nominate someone in need visit www.
facebook.com/OzHarvestSouthCoastNorth

We’re building bridges to a more resilient
future – 28 of them in fact by the end of
2023. We’ve been progressively replacing
the 19 timber bridges damaged in recent
fires and floods with more resilient steel
and concrete.
We secured additional funding to
replace eight more timber bridges; five
along Narooma’s Wagonga Scenic Drive
and the Tilba Tilba, Potato Point and Silo
Farm bridges. The new structures will be
built alongside existing timber ones,
minimising inconvenience to residents and
waterway disturbance.

Introducing: Melissa Ralston
If you’ve ever called to book one of our
ovals, halls or reserves, it’s likely you’ve
spoken with Melissa Ralston, who has been
working at our booking office since 2016.
Eurobodalla was a sea-change destination
for Mel and her family, who were looking
for somewhere better than Sydney to
raise the kids.
She started with Council in 2015 and
says it was a bit of a change from her
previous role as croupier at the Sydney
Harbour Casino.

I dealt with all sorts
while dealing cards at
the casino, some were
really quite colourful,
says Mel.
“That experience really set me up for
helping the variety of customers who
contact the booking office here.”
Mel says there’s much more to the
booking office than logging bookings.
“There’s always something new, with
plenty of unusual queries from the public
or unique requests as a new event, big or
small, is planned,” she says.

“It means I spend a lot of time chasing
information from across Council – parks,
facilities, and waste teams, the DA
approvers, tourism and events, the depots.
I get a good overview, that’s for sure.”
With bushfires, floods and COVID, the
past two years had been…
“Interesting!” says Mel.
“People are booking then cancelling,
re-booking and cancelling again. But we
get there, and helping residents enjoy
Eurobodalla life is very satisfying.”

Melissa Ralston reckons being a good listener is key
when you run the shire’s facilities booking centre.

Interest in new builds and renovations is
continuing its upward trend and there’s
few signs of it slowing.

Aaron is working with staff and community
members on our new draft Climate
Resilience Plan, which will set out how the
shire can adapt to the changing climate and
reduce carbon emissions.

There’s been a few queries too – 26,204
emails to be exact, 20,753 phone calls
and 89 formal pre-lodgement meetings.

“Now more than ever, it is really
important to get your plans and
documents right up front,” development
services manager Gary Bruce said.

“Every time Council has to go back and
ask for clarification or new plans, which
can now only be done through the portal,
it adds more time to the process.
“Our development helpdesk can help
you ensure everything is in order before
you submit to avoid any further delays
later on.”
Phone the development helpdesk on
4474 1231, email development@esc.
nsw.gov.au or visit www.esc.nsw.gov.au/
property for comprehensive information
about the DA process.

Grants explainer…

In some grant rounds, fewer than four per
cent of applications are successful.

Local government collects just three per
cent of taxes in Australia.

It’s very competitive, and that’s why
we guard our business cases and other
supporting information closely.

This means councils right around
the country rely on grants from state
and federal governments to provide
the services and infrastructure our
communities need.
Last financial year, around 15 per cent
of Eurobodalla Council’s $120 million
income was derived from grants.
By comparison, just over 50 per cent of
our income is from rates.
Suitable grant opportunities for councils
can be few and far between.
Some of our projects have been planned
and endorsed by Council over many years
while we’ve tried to source funding.

He spent 12 years working in Sweden for an
international think tank focused on tackling
climate issues in developing countries.

You could say he’s qualified, then, to look
at how Eurobodalla can build its climate
resilience.

We received 1,065 development
applications (DAs) in 2020-21 – an
increase of 19 per cent over the previous
year. This includes 201 bushfire rebuilds.

The extra work and double handling
created by the portal means processing
times for DAs are taking a little longer
than we’d like. So, if you’re thinking about
lodging a DA, please get in touch first.

Our sustainability officer Aaron Atteridge is
accustomed to throwing ideas at the world
and seeing what sticks.

He’s worked as a climate change advisor to
countries like Nauru and the Marshall Islands
and for the NSW Government on energy and
climate policy.

DA ups and downs

All this during a pandemic and coupled
with the recent NSW Government’s ruling
that all DAs must now be submitted
through the NSW Planning Portal, not
directly to local councils.

Plan to weather
the change

Releasing it publicly provides advantage to
our competitors.
We have a strong record of delivering
grant-funded projects on time and on
budget, and when bushfire recovery
funding started flowing, we were in a
solid position to demonstrate community
and economic benefit with robust and
evidence-based funding applications.
Recent successes include the southern
dam, Mogo Trails, Batemans Bay coastal
walk and a new playspace for the
Botanic Garden.

Following on from our highly-successful
Greenhouse Action Plans that focussed on
how Council could reduce its footprint, the
new plan will identify actions both Council
and the community can take across a whole
range of areas, like energy, transport, water
supply, housing, waste, agriculture and
more.
There’s big picture stuff, like influencing
state government to better consider climate
issues in its urban planning framework, to
grassroots actions, such as making sure
our recreation areas and playgrounds have
shade, and everything in between.
Many actions respond to a risk assessment
undertaken by Council with its insurer
in 2020 that looked at how climate
change could impact our region - think
higher temperatures, more and extended
heatwaves, fewer cold nights and frosts,

changing rainfall, higher bushfire risk and
sea-level rise.
Aaron says there’s many things we can and
should do over the next decade – some of
which should be tackled now. Planting shade
trees is one example to give them time to
grow. Improving the way new housing copes
with heat is another.
“A new house built today will still be
someone’s home in 2070 or even beyond,”
Aaron said.

How homes
perform thermally
and as a place
of refuge during
extended heatwaves
is really critical.
“It’s the same with subdivisions. The way
streets and houses are oriented remains
maybe for hundreds of years and if designed
well now, this will make our community
more resilient way into the future.”
It doesn’t stop there. Making sure our region
is set up for electric vehicles, encouraging
rooftop solar, helping businesses to finance
energy efficiency or renewable energy
upgrades – these are all helping us to build
our climate resilience.
Having an approved plan not only gives us
a strategic direction for the future, it will
help us apply for grants to implement the
initiatives and programs.
We hope to present the draft plan to the
newly-elected Council and seek community
feedback in early 2022.
Sustainability officer Aaron Atteridge.

Foodies rejoice
Local food legend Paul West is the face of
a new project highlighting the quality of
Eurobodalla’s produce – Eurobodalla’s very
own food trail.
In addition to our print and digital
resources, Paul is providing recipes and
videos that showcase the shire’s produce,
enticing visitors to experience Eurobodalla in
a different way.
The trail will encourage locals and visitors
alike to cook up and enjoy delicious produce
like dairy, fresh veg, sustainable meat and,
of course, our famous oysters.

Visit eurobodalla.com.au or follow
@eurobodalla on social media for food trail
launch and activities.
Celebrity chef Paul West.

What makes a
safe road?

Future in focus
Over the next few months we’re asking
residents to get involved in the review of
Eurobodalla’s Community Strategic Plan.

We went straight to the top for
answers, asking infrastructure director
Warren Sharpe for his take on what
makes a safe road.

Designed to encourage a common
purpose and responsibility, a Community
Strategic Plan describes where we want
to be in 10 to 20 years.

“A good road is fit for purpose,” he
says, explaining that roads are designed
specifically for the amount of traffic they
carry and the destinations they lead to.
Clearly, a major through road is designed
very differently to a residential cul-desac,” says Warren.
“That’s why we’ve been so busy
upgrading our major thoroughfares, like
Tomakin Road and George Bass Drive, to
provide a more forgiving environment.
Implementing wider sealed shoulders
and centrelines, improved run-off
areas and intersection upgrades are
key to ensuring we lower crash rates
and provide for future traffic patterns
including cyclists.”
In 2019, Council’s road crews hooked
up with engineers to drive the 1000plus kilometres that make up the shire’s
regional and rural roads. They identified
more than 900 roadside hazards like
loose guardrail and loose gravel on the
shoulder. We’ve been busy since treating
the high-priority issues and chasing
grants to help.
It's part of Council’s four-pronged
approach laid out in our road safety plan
– looking at Council’s role in road safety
from the points of view of speed, roads,
vehicles and people.
“It’s not just widening roads and fixing
potholes,” says Warren.
“It’s also things like upgrading line
marking, which helps a vehicle’s driver
assist read the road and keep occupants
safe.”
With well over half of crashes occurring
on roads with limits of 70 kilometres or
less, centre road medians – like the new
one on Beach Road – prevent rear-end
crashes by eliminating right-hand turns.
The NSW Government is taking a similar
approach on the shire’s highways,
including wide centrelines to keep
vehicles on their respective sides of the
road and audio-tactile line marking to
wake up drifting drivers.

All NSW councils are required to update
the Community Strategic Plan each
Council term to set out the community’s
aspirations. Input from residents then
guides the newly-elected Council in the
development of projects, services and
advocacy for the term of office (called
the Delivery Program). Each year an
Operational Plan (and budget) outlines
that year’s actions towards the Delivery
Program.

The business of
supporting local
Our small businesses – all 2955 of them
– are integral to Eurobodalla’s economy,
supporting 14,552 jobs and turning over
$1.68 billion annually. But it’s been a
tough couple of years and many who
made it through the challenges of 201920 are feeling nervous about ongoing
and changing COVID restrictions.
For most business owners we talk to,
their immediate concern is looking
after their staff. Doing that successfully
depends in large part on helping
customers who are struggling to manage
Covid-safe behaviour.
As a customer and supporter of local
business, here’s what you can do:
1. Ring ahead
In many cases operating hours have
changed. For example, with passing
afternoon traffic almost non-existent, one
local food business made the decision to
close right after lunch. Closing an hour
earlier each day means they can keep
their doors open long-term.
Council’s economic development manager Teresa Lever
with Melissa Briguglio from Just for the sole, Moruya.

2. Give businesses time to respond
Many businesses are dealing with – yep,
you guessed it – unprecedented numbers
of calls and email – it can take a while to
get to yours. So, take a breath and allow
them some time to respond. To make
it easier for them, be sure you provide
plenty of detail around your exact needs
and the best time to get in touch.
3. Always ask
If a business doesn’t seem to have what
you want, ask if they can get it. Small
businesses often have to curtail their
inventory due to lack of floor space but
can still provide what you want through
distributors. This can save you time and
money.
4. Seek recommendations
Explore your business options – ask around
and you’ll be offered some great referrals.
Social media can be good for this.
By supporting Eurobodalla’s local
enterprises you’re doing more than
keeping them in business, you’re keeping
14,552 people in jobs and hopefully
creating more in the future.

splitting the contract into north, central and
south zones.

Concerns about the humble lav are some of
the more common queries we receive, and
it hasn’t gone unnoticed.

However, when it comes to public toilets, we
need to be honest. They cop a hammering
from vandals, and have for decades.

To get to the bottom of the issue, we
recently changed the way we manage
cleaning the shire’s 67 public toilets,

Busy public toilets in the shire are cleaned
daily – and up to three times in a day in
peak season.

We’re using engagement specialists Bang
the Table to run an online hub where you
can contribute to the conversation.
The input will be used to consider the
community’s vision and priorities, on
which we’ll seek further feedback with
an online survey.
While Covid-19 has delayed local
government elections a second time – now
to be held on 4 December 2021 – seeking
your input to the Community Strategic
Plan will go ahead as planned, ready for
the newly-elected Council to consider.
So, what are your hopes and dreams for
Eurobodalla? Tell us at
oureurobodalla.com.au from 1 October.

Safety first
Keen eyes may have noticed we recently
trimmed trees near the main runway at
Moruya Airport.
This was to comply with Civil Aviation
Safety Authority (CASA) requirements to
ensure there are no obstacles protruding
into the runway area.
CASA annually assesses all airports,
including Moruya, for protrusions and
we’re then required to take corrective
action.
The row of tall, untouched trees facing
the dunes are not part of this work.

Toilets are vandalised weekly and it comes
in waves, from kicked-off locks and
kicked-off doors, smashed sinks, seats
and cisterns, fires lit in cubicles to old
fashioned graffiti and even human poo
on the floor.

Ovals out of the
dark ages

Responding to these callouts cost
ratepayers tens of thousands of dollars
each year.

If there’s one issue that gets residents talking
more than most, it’s our public toilets.

We want to know your thoughts on this
vision – if it's still relevant, what’s missing,
and your priorities for the future.

After cleaning it takes only one person to
trash a toilet in a manner of minutes.

They don’t discriminate – brand new
toilets are vandalised as often as the old.

Let’s talk about public toilets

Eurobodalla’s Community Strategic
Plan was last updated in 2017 and had
four central vision statements: friendly,
thriving, responsible and proud.

It’s the reason we don’t provide things
like soap dispensers, or hooks on the
back of doors; the constant vandalism
means the cost is just too great.
To report damage phone us on 4474
1000 or if you witness vandalism
please contact the police. Catching the
offenders is one of the best ways to flush
them out for good.

Some recent handiwork by vandals.

We’ve made things easier for sports clubs
and other oval users to use the grounds at
night. Now lighting can be turned on and
off with a simple phone text message.
The fields at Bill Smyth Oval, Mackay Park,
Hanging Rock and Bodalla all have the
Halytech system installed. The Gundary
soccer oval is also set to come online.
With each club holding a unique code, it
means they only get charged for the time
they actually use the lights. Previously
club members would purchase and insert
special tokens to run the lights – which
could go off during a game or stay on
well beyond play.
We’re also installing new energy and
cost-efficient LED lighting as part of the
upgrade.

Lessons learned
from the fires
Our mission to improve the shire’s
resilience for future disasters continues.
We’re pushing hard for change to ensure
the Black Summer bushfire experience is
never again repeated.
A big focus is the things that impacted
our community as a whole – the loss of
communications and power, our major
highways being cut and our inability to
buy fuel and food.
These were a large contributor to
residents’ fear and trauma, yet most
can be rectified for relatively low cost if
we can get governments, agencies and
organisations to think differently and act
on the lessons learned.
The shire-wide bushfire recovery effort
has been immense. Here’s a tiny snapshot
of how we’re tracking on those key areas
that impacted the whole community.
Telecommunications
A new phone tower on the Clyde
Mountain is giving improved phone
coverage on the Kings Highway and a
new Nerrigundah phone tower is on its
way. Telstra has also improved its battery
back-up systems from four to 12 hours.
Work still needs to be done to improve
the resilience of critical sites through
power supply and tree clearing, including
at Mt Wandera, where bushfire damage
to the region’s main telecommunications
tower meant we lost our phones, internet
and local radio broadcasts. We’re asking
governments to upgrade the resilience of
the tower as a priority.
Power supply

expected to take until the end of 2022.
We’re building back better wherever
funding allows with timber bridges
replaced with concrete, moving sections
of road onto solid rock and improving
drainage, and a new route being built
around the major landslide on Araluen
Road. Addressing potential road failures
in rural areas continues to be a challenge
and we’re advocating to governments
to provide specific resilience funding
programs.
Evacuation centres
Facilities used as evacuation centres
are now wired to receive a generator,
however permanent site generators
are yet to be funded. Amenities and
accessibility have also been improved.
Emergency operations centre
Council continues to seek the support
of the NSW and Australian governments
to fund and build a regional emergency
services precinct in Moruya, with a
purpose-built emergency operations
centre co-located with NSW Government
emergency services.

Essential Energy responded quickly in the
recovery effort, replacing burnt poles and
delivering standalone power supplies to
remote communities. Council continues
to advocate for a dual power feed into
Eurobodalla and more resilient ‘composite’
power poles, to replace timber, at critical
sites including at Mt Wandera.

Aged care facilities

Water supply and sewerage

Fuel supply

Council is building a second dam west
of Bodalla to improve the shire’s water
supply. Generators are on standby to
power treatment plants and pump
stations, and permanent generators are
included in future upgrade planning.

Council wired three service stations
(one each in Batemans Bay, Moruya and
Narooma during the bushfire response)
to take a generator, however more are
needed.

Roads and highways
Transport for NSW is removing dead and
dying trees along the Kings Highway
between now and December. We
continue to advocate for further resilience
improvements to the Princes and Kings
highways, such as removing high-risk
trees and flood proofing.
On Council's local roads, removing burnt
high-risk trees across 490km of bushfireaffected roads continues with works

Council continues to urge aged care
operators to invest in permanent on-site
generators and satellite phones, upgrade
building protection systems, and review
their ‘stay in place’ protections and plans.
We’re aware of at least one aged care
facility taking action.

Food supply
Council continues to urge all local
supermarkets to ensure they have backup
power systems and are equipped with a
satellite phone.
More detailed information about our
bushfire recovery actions is available at
esc.nsw.gov.au/recovery
Council engineer Mark Cutting directs traffic at
a Moruya petrol station on 2 January 2020. As
part of our bushfire response, Council wired three
service stations to take a generator.
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People-focused
support
The Eurobodalla Bushfire Recovery Support
Service has been in action for the past 12
months providing case management to over
800 individuals and families.
More than 500 are still being supported.
Each has one case manager who, with the
client, identifies helpful actions.
What that looks like depends on individual
needs.
It might be help with forms or grant
applications, referral to mental health,
family or housing services, or coordinating
practical help like fencing, donated goods
or clean-ups.
While not every request is achievable, the
service has had great successes.
It’s linked people to hundreds of GIVIT
donations, Council help for the rebuilding
process, and further clean-up and fencing
work after we secured a grant to coordinate
work by Disaster Relief Australia (DRA) and
an arborist.

Our case manager
arranged a donation of
fencing materials and
tools through GIVIT,
used Council bushfire
funding for the tree
work and enlisted
DRA for the fencing
and tree removal.
Others found their recovery accelerated
by regular sessions with a local specialised
mental health service, which helped them
feel more positive about their future.
Helping people apply for bushfire grants
over the past year has boosted the financial
security of hundreds more.
The good news is the service has been
extended into 2022, so if you would like
some support or to find out more, get in
touch on 4474 7434 or
recovery@esc.nsw.gov.au

One resident needed fencing on their
property and burnt trees and materials
removed but could not afford it. They
also wanted to do work on their property
themselves but their tools were destroyed in
the fires.

Council secured a grant to coordinate further cleanup work throughout Eurobodalla by Disaster Relief
Australia (DRA).

It’s September, and we’re writing this
newsletter during the Covid-19 lockdown.
We know you love the What’s On listings
that normally appear on this page, and so do
we. But for now, with so few events planned
because of pandemic uncertainty, we made

the decision to leave it out of this edition.
Once things start opening up, jump onto
our websites to see what’s planned and
get amongst it! We can’t wait.
www.esc.nsw.gov.au
www.whatson.eurobodalla.com.au
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